We use a definition of tensor products of functors to generalize some theorems of homological algebra. We show that adjoint pairs of functors between additive functor categories correspond to bifunctors and that composition of such adjoint pairs corresponds to the tensor product of the bifunctors. We also generalize some homological characterizations of finitely generated projective modules to characterizations of small projectives in a functor category. We apply our results to adjoint pairs arising from satellites and from a functor on the domain categories.
We shall assume throughout this paper that all of our categories are at least preadditive and that all of our functors are covariant and additive. If # and 2 are two categories, we shall let Y€, 3] denote the category whose objects are functors from <€ to 2 and whose morphisms are natural transformations between these functors. Similarly, we let \%°, 3] denote the category whose objects are contravariant functors from "t? to 2 (that is, covariant functors from the dual category of % (ê°, to 2). If P and G are objects of [<#, 2] , we let [P, G] denote the abelian group of natural transformations from Pto G. (We shall assume throughout that we are in a proper set-theoretic setting so that all of our categories are well defined.)
Let Ab denote the category of abelian groups. If ^ is a category, then for objects A and B of "if we denote the abelian group of morphisms in # from A to B bŷ (A, B), we let h% = <€(A, ) (or hA if <£ is unambiguous) denote the representable functor from 1? to Ab, and similarly we let h\ -c€( , B), or hB, denote the contravariant representable functor from ^° to Ab.
In §1, we define, for functors P:'^'->Ab and G-.^^-Ab, an abelian group P (8)«" G, called the tensor product of F and G over c€. This definition and properties (which generalize the properties of the tensor product of modules) have been given in [4] , and we present here in a way suitable for applications to this paper a summary of these properties.
If "»ft and <€a are categories and U: '&1 x <€a -* Ab is a bifunctor, we have a functor <S)Vl U: [if.., Ab] -> [íf2, Ab] defined as follows: if Pr^-^Ab is a functor and B is an object of <$a, then (P ®Vl U)(B) = F®<g1 U( , B (uu u2 ) is represented by a bifunctor U. We give a simpler proof of this theorem which generalizes the proof mentioned above for the case of modules. Furthermore, if V: ^ x #3 -> Ab is a bifunctor representing an adjoint pair (vi, v2): [%, Ab] -> [íf2, Ab], then there is a natural way to define a bifunctor U ®<#2 V: <ë\ x #3 -*■ Ab so that U ®<e2V represents the adjoint pair (w, ° px, v2 o m2). These results are given in §2.
As an example, in §3 we show that if P: *€ -> 2 is a functor between abelian categories and 5nP and SnP denote the nth right satellite of P and the nth left satellite of P respectively, then Sn: [V, 3] -> [¥, 2] is adjoint to Sn:[%2] -* \$, 2] (if they exist), and if 2 = Ab, the corresponding bifunctor representing this adjoint pair (Sn, Sn) is Extn ( , ):Tx^^Ab.
In §4, we define for a functor P:íí^Ab its "dual" functor P*:<«f0^Ab, natural transformations ®vF*->[F, ] and T7^-F**, and we are able to prove the usual theorems about these natural transformations when F is a small projective. We make the easy step of generalizing these results to bifunctors, and as an example, we give a simple description of the adjoint to a functor u: [^2, Ab] -* [^j, Ab] when u is induced by a functor/: ^ -> fé^.
We note that the results of this paper still hold when Ab is replaced by Ens, the category of sets, and all of our preadditive categories are replaced by ordinary ones. We do the additive case as the technique involved is more clearly an extention of that of homological algebra.
1. Tensor products of functors. In this section we summarize the properties of the tensor product of functors which are found in [4] in a way convenient for our use in this paper. This summarization is given in the following: Proposition 1.1. Let <€ be a category and let F : ^ -> Ab and G : ^° -> Ab. Then there is a unique abelian group F <&<# G so that the assignment (F, G) ->-F ®<e G defines a functor of two variables having the following properties:
(a) For any object A of% hA <g>¥ G^G(A) and F ®«. hA^F(A), (b) (g)$f G, considered as a functor from [ft, Ab] to Ab, is right continuous, and F (B)<$ , considered as a functor from \&°, Ab] to Ab, is right continuous.
For the proof we refer to [4] . As a consequence, we have the following: The proof follows from 1.1 and the observation that for any functor F: %> -*■ Ab, there are collections of objects (Ai), and (A,)j of <€ and an exact sequence
Recall that, for s/ and 38 categories, a functor u2 : 3S -+ s/ is said to be adjoint to a functor ux : sJ -»■ ¡ft (or equivalently wx is co-adjoint to u2) if for any objects F of si and G of 88 there is an isomorphism sé(u2G, F) ~ 3S (G, uxF) which is natural in F and G. 2. Representing adjoint pairs. Let sé and 38 be categories and let ux: sé ->88 and u2 : 38 -> sá be functors. We call (uu u2) an adjoint pair from sé to 38 if u2 is adjoint to ux.
Given two adjoint pairs (uu u2) and (vx, v2) from sé to 38, we define a morphism of adjoint pairs a: (uu u2) -» (vu v2) by a = (ai, a2), where ax and a2 are natural transformations ax : vx ->■ mx and a2 : w2 -► u2 so that for all objects F of sé and G of á?, the diagram
commutes. Given two morphisms of adjoint pairs from sé to 38, a = (au a2) : (w1; u2) -*■ (i?!, í>2) and ß = (ß±,ß2): (vt, v2)^-(wx, w2), we define their composition by ß ° a = (aa o ßu ß2 o a2); («j, u2)^-(wu w2), which is easily seen to be a morphism of adjoint pairs. We may therefore define a category Adj (sé, 38) whose objects are adjoint pairs from sé to 38 and whose morphisms and composition are defined above.
It is well known that
(1) Given an object (uu u2) of Adj (sé, 38), u2 is determined up to an isomorphism of functors by ux and conversely, and given a morphism a = (ai, a2) of Adj (sé, 38), a2 is determined by a± and conversely.
(2) For objects (ux, u2) of Adj (sé, 38) and (u'x, u'2) of Adj (38,38'), (u[ ° ult u2 ° u'2) is an object of Adj (sé, 38') which is called the composition of (u1; u2) and (u[, u'2) .
(3) Given an object (uu u2) of Adj (sé, 38), u± is left continuous and u2 is right continuous.
It follows from 1.3 that for any two categories ^ and (€2 we have a functor
given by <&(U) = ([U, ]«-2, ®Vl U) for any bifunctor U: «'S x "^ ->-Ab.
The following theorem and corollary are easy consequences of Proposition 9.1 of [1] . We give a simple proof that generalizes the proof for the case of modules. We may define a bifunctor U ®Va F: if ï x % -> Ab by U ®<e2 V(A, C) = U(A, ) ®«.2 F( , C) for all objects vi of if, and C of ^3. Furthermore, if P: if, -> Ab is a functor, it follows from the associativity of the tensor product (see [4] ) that (P®^! V) ®<e2 V^F ®>g1 (U ®<g2 V). As an easy consequence, we have Proposition 2.3. Let (uu u2) and (vu v2) be adjoint pairs represented by U: (€\xc€2^^ Ab and V: ^2x^3-s-Ab, respectively. Then the adjoint pair («i °vx,v2° u2) is represented by U 0^2 V.
Since for any functor P: % --* Ab, ux ° t>i(P)ï [U, [V, F}g3] Let F:1g -+ 3> be a functor. Then F «as a ng«i satellite if there is a functor S1F:C£ -> Si so that F and S1F are connected (w"a A, let us say), and given any connected triple (G1; A', G2) in [V, 9] and any natural transformation a: F->• G1; there is a unique natural transformation a': S1F-^ G2 so that (a, a'): (F, A, S1F) -> (Gi, A', G2) is a morphism of connected triples. Similarly, F «ay a left satellite if there is a functor ^F: # ->• ^ so that SXF and F are connected (by A), and given any connected triple (Gx, A', G2) and a natural transformation a : G2^-F, there is a unique natural transformation a'-.Gx-t-SxF so that (a', a): (G1; A', G2) -> (S±F, A, F) is a morphism of connected pairs. We shall denote the connected triples (F, A, S1F) and (SjF, A, F) by A5J (F) and A5i If P: <€ -> 3 is a functor, we define, in the usual way, the higher satellites of P as follows : S°F= F, Sn + 1F= S\SnF) for all n ^ 0, S0F = F, Sn+1F = S,(SnF) for all n ä 0. The proof is by induction, using the fact that composition of adjoint pairs is an adjoint pair. If ^ = Ab, then [% Ab] has satellites for. any abelian category <e (see [2] ). To compute the bifunctor representing the adjoint pair (Sn, Sn), we may use the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since for any object A oft?, it is known that Sn(h£)^Ext% (A, ), we have the following: Theorem 3.4. For all integers «SO, the functors Sn and Sn from [tf, Ab] to itself form an adjoint pair (Sn, Sn) which is represented by the bifunctor ExLJ ( , ).
We remark that the fact that Sn is represented on the left by ExtJ ( , ) is a result of Yoneda [7] , while the fact that 5" is represented on the right by ExtJ ( , ) is a result in [4] .
4. Duality and adjoints of induced functors. In this section we define, for a function P: ^ ->-Ab, its dual P* : #° -> Ab and prove some theorems concerning P*. Using these results, we are able to prove some results about a bifunctor U when U represents an adjoint pair («,, u2) from pt?2, Ab] to pi?.., Ab] with «, exact and continuous. In particular, we deal with the case where ux is induced by a functor (êx^-c€2. Recall that, for an object P of an abelian category ¿/, P is a small projective if and only if n^¡, is right continuous. In particular, it follows that an object F in Proof. It is easy to check that for each object^ of %hA*^hAandhA**^hA, and that iv is this isomorphism. Therefore, by a direct sum argument, vF is an isomorphism for any small projective F We now generalize these results to bifunctors. Let Vu V2, and % be categories. 
